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The Druid Magic Handbook
Tempest Rising
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • Iron Druid Atticus O’Sullivan, hero of Kevin
Hearne’s epic urban fantasy series, has a point to make—and then drive into a
vampire’s heart. When a Druid has lived for two thousand years like Atticus, he’s
bound to run afoul of a few vampires. Make that legions of them. Even his former
friend and legal counsel turned out to be a bloodsucking backstabber. Now the
toothy troublemakers—led by power-mad pain-in-the-neck Theophilus—have
become a huge problem requiring a solution. It’s time to make a stand. As always,
Atticus wouldn’t mind a little backup. But his allies have problems of their own.
Ornery archdruid Owen Kennedy is having a wee bit of troll trouble: Turns out
when you stiff a troll, it’s not water under the bridge. Meanwhile, Granuaile is
desperate to free herself of the Norse god Loki’s mark and elude his powers of
divination—a quest that will bring her face-to-face with several Slavic nightmares.
As Atticus globetrots to stop his nemesis Theophilus, the journey leads to Rome.
What better place to end an immortal than the Eternal City? But poetic justice
won’t come without a price: In order to defeat Theophilus, Atticus may have to lose
an old friend. Don’t miss any of Kevin Hearne’s phenomenal Iron Druid Chronicles
novels: HOUNDED | HEXED | HAMMERED | TRICKED | TRAPPED | HUNTED |
SHATTERED | STAKED Praise for Kevin Hearne and The Iron Druid Chronicles “[The
Iron Druid books] are clever, fast paced and a good escape.”—Jason Weisberger,
Boing Boing “Celtic mythology and an ancient Druid with modern attitude mix it up
in the Arizona desert in this witty new fantasy series.”—Kelly Meding, author of
Chimera “Outrageously fun.”—The Plain Dealer, on Hounded “Superb . . . plenty of
quips and zap-pow-bang fighting.”—Publishers Weekly (starred review), on
Hounded “Exciting . . . [Atticus] is one of the best main characters currently
present in the urban fantasy genre.”—Fantasy Book Critic, on Tricked “Funny, razorsharp . . . plenty of action, humor, and mythology.”—Booklist (starred review), on
Shattered
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A Blight of Blackwings
The first and only Druidic book of spells, rituals, and practice. The Druid Magic
Handbook is the first manual of magical practice in Druidry, one of the fastest
growing branches of the Pagan movement. The book breaks new ground, teaching
Druids how to practice ritual magic for practical and spiritual goals within their own
tradition. What sets The Druid Magic Handbook apart is that it does not require the
reader to use a particular pantheon or set of symbols. Although it presents one
drawn from Welsh Druid tradition, it also shows the reader how to adapt rites and
other practices to fit the deities and symbols most meaningful to them. This cutting
edge system of ritual magic can be used by Druids, Pagans, Christians, and
Thelemites alike! This is the first manual of Druidic magical practice ever, replete
with spell work and rituals.

The Purloined Poodle
Alyssa Gardner has been down the rabbit hole. She was crowned Queen of the Red
Court and faced the bandersnatch. She saved the life of Jeb, the boy she loves, and
escaped the machinations of the disturbingly appealing Morpheus. Now all she has
to do is graduate high school. That would be easier without her mother, freshly
released from an asylum, acting overly protective and suspicious. And it would be
much simpler if the mysterious Morpheus didn’t show up for school one day to
tempt her with another dangerous quest in the dark, challenging
Wonderland—where she (partly) belongs. Could she leave Jeb and her parents
behind again, for the sake of a man she knows has manipulated her before? Will
her mother and Jeb trust her to do what’s right? Readers will swoon over the
satisfying return to Howard’s bold, sensual reimagining of Carroll’s classic. Read all
the books in the New York Times bestselling Splintered series: Splintered (Book 1),
Unhinged (Book 2), Ensnared (Book 3), and Untamed (The Companion Novel).
Praise for Unhinged "I really enjoyed the first book of this series, but Unhinged
cranks the Wonderland experience up to 11. It's just WOW! The last few scenes
dangle Alyssa's next adventure with shockers enough that I found my jaw needing
a bit of assistance in coming off the floor. Write quickly, A.G. Howard! I need that
next book!" --USA Today "Howard excels in sensory and sensuous descriptions."
--Kirkus Reviews "As intense, dark, and weird as the first volume, this worthy
sequel creates a parallel narrative that brings the action out of Wonderland and
into Alyssa’s hometown." --The Bulletin of The Center for Children’s Books "A dark
beauty fills the novel's pages, which will mesmerize teens with a taste for magic,
romance or suspense. Unhinged lays the groundwork for a third book where
anything could happen--it is Wonderland, after all." --Shelf Awareness Praise for
Splintered: STARRED REVIEW "Fans of dark fantasy, as well as of Carroll’s Alice in
all her revisionings (especially Tim Burton’s), will find a lot to love in this
compelling and imaginative novel." —Bulletin of the Center for Children's Books
"Alyssa is one of the most unique protagonists I've come across in a while.
Splintered is dark, twisted, entirely riveting, and a truly romantic tale." —USA
Today "Brilliant, because it is ambitious, inventive, and often surprising — a
contemporary reworking of Lewis Carroll’s “Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland,’’
with a deep bow toward Tim Burton’s 2010 film version." —The Boston Globe "It’s a
deft, complex metamorphosis of this children’s fantasy made more enticing by
competing romantic interests, a psychedelic setting, and more mad violence than
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its original." —Booklist " Protagonist Alyssais an original. Howard's visual
imagination is superior. The story's creepiness is intriguing as horror, and its
hypnotic tone and setting, at the intersection of madness and creativity, should
sweep readers down the rabbit hole." —Publishers Weekly "While readers will
delight in such recognizable scenes as Alyssa drinking from a bottle to shrink, the
richly detailed scenes that stray from the original will entice the imagination. These
adventures are indeed wonderful." —BookPage "Attention to costume and setting
render this a visually rich read" —Kirkus Reviews "Wonderland is filled with much
that is not as wonderful as might be expected, and yet, it is in Wonderland that
Alyssa accepts her true nature. The cover with its swirling tendrils and insects
surrounding Alyssa will surely attract teen readers who will not disappointed with
this magical, edgy tale." —Reading Today Online "Creepy, descriptive read with a
generous dollop of romance." —School Library Journal

Hammered
Hounded introduces the character of Atticus O'Sullivan, and his world, an alternate
history where magic, vampires, werewolves, gods and other supernatural elements
exist (albeit in hiding). O'Sullivan, the last Druid and proprietor of Third Eye Books
and Herbs occult shop, comes into contact with many of the supernatural
characters of his home city of Tempe, Arizona. He draws his power from the earth,
possesses a sharp wit, and wields an even sharper magical sword known as
Fragarach, the Answerer.

The Iron Druid Chronicles Starter Pack 3-Book Bundle
New York Times bestselling author Kevin Hearne returns to the world of his beloved
Iron Druid Chronicles in a spin-off series about an eccentric master of rare magic
solving an uncanny mystery in Scotland. “Ink & Sigil is escape reading, and I loved
every word.”—Charlaine Harris, New York Times bestselling author of A Longer Fall
Al MacBharrais is both blessed and cursed. He is blessed with an extraordinary
white moustache, an appreciation for craft cocktails—and a most unique magical
talent. He can cast spells with magically enchanted ink and he uses his gifts to
protect our world from rogue minions of various pantheons, especially the Fae. But
he is also cursed. Anyone who hears his voice will begin to feel an inexplicable
hatred for Al, so he can only communicate through the written word or speech
apps. And his apprentices keep dying in peculiar freak accidents. As his personal
life crumbles around him, he devotes his life to his work, all the while trying to
crack the secret of his curse. But when his latest apprentice, Gordie, turns up dead
in his Glasgow flat, Al discovers evidence that Gordie was living a secret life of
crime. Now Al is forced to play detective—while avoiding actual detectives who are
wondering why death seems to always follow Al. Investigating his apprentice’s
death will take him through Scotland’s magical underworld, and he’ll need the help
of a mischievous hobgoblin if he’s to survive.

Breathe In, Cash Out
With a sly blend of fantasy, humor, and paranormal adventure, Kevin Hearne is the
trickster god of action-packed mash-ups. In The Iron Druid Chronicles, Atticus
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O’Sullivan is a folk hero for the twenty-first century, battling legendary beasts,
shadowy mystics, and demonic demigods from around the world. Now get
Hounded, Hexed, and Hammered all at once in this eBook bundle, a triple dose of
mayhem straight out of Hearne’s genre-smashing imagination. This ebook edition
includes a special preview of Kevin Hearne’s upcoming novel A Plague of Giants, as
well as two bonus short stories set in the world of The Iron Druid Chronicles: “Clan
Rathskeller” and the eBook exclusive “Kaibab Unbound.” HOUNDED Atticus
O’Sullivan, last of the Druids, lives peacefully in Tempe, Arizona, running an occult
bookshop and shape-shifting in his spare time. A handsome, tattooed Irish dude,
he looks like he’s about twenty-one years old—actually, he’s twenty-one centuries
old and he wields a magical sword known as Fragarach, the Answerer.
Unfortunately, a very angry Celtic god wants that sword, and now Atticus will need
all his power—plus the help of a seductive goddess of death, his vampire and
werewolf team of attorneys, and a sexy bartender possessed by a Hindu witch—to
kick some Celtic arse and deliver himself from evil. HEXED Atticus doesn’t care
much for witches, but he’s about to make nice with the local coven when suddenly
the witch population in Tempe quadruples overnight. And the new girls are not just
bad, they’re badasses with a dark history on the German side of World War II. But
with a fallen angel feasting on local students, a horde of Bacchants blowing in from
Vegas, and a dangerously sexy Celtic goddess of fire vying for his attention, Atticus
is having trouble scheduling the witch hunt. HAMMERED Thor, the Norse god of
thunder, is a blowhard and a bully, and Viking vampire Leif Helgarson has asked
his friend Atticus for help taking down this Norse nightmare. As a rule, Atticus
generally tries to stay away from the guy with the lightning bolts. Soon, though,
Atticus and Leif are off to the plane of Asgard, where they team up with a
werewolf, a sorcerer, and an army of frost giants for an epic showdown against
vicious Valkyries, angry gods, and the hammer-wielding Thunder Thug himself.

Carniepunk: The Demon Barker of Wheat Street
With a sly blend of fantasy, humor, and paranormal adventure, Kevin Hearne has
established a reputation as the trickster god of action-packed mash-ups. His
signature creation, Atticus O’Sullivan, is a folk hero for the twenty-first century,
battling legendary beasts, shadowy mystics, and demonic demigods from around
the world. Now this addictive eBook bundle brings together the first six novels of
The Iron Druid Chronicles (with bonus novellas and short stories) in one supersized
dose of genre-smashing mayhem: HOUNDED HEXED HAMMERED TRICKED TWO
RAVENS AND ONE CROW (NOVELLA) TRAPPED HUNTED GRIMOIRE OF THE LAMB
(NOVELLA) Also includes the short stories “Clan Rathskeller” and “Kaibab
Unbound,” as well as a special preview of Kevin Hearne’s upcoming novel A Plague
of Giants! Atticus O’Sullivan, last of the Druids, lives peacefully in Arizona, running
an occult bookshop and shape-shifting in his spare time to hunt with his Irish
wolfhound. His neighbors and customers think that this handsome, tattooed Irish
dude is about twenty-one years old—when in actuality, he’s twenty-one centuries
old. Not to mention: He draws his power from the earth, possesses a sharp wit, and
wields an even sharper magical sword known as Fragarach, the Answerer.
Unfortunately, a very angry Celtic god wants that sword, and he’s hounded Atticus
for centuries. Now the determined deity has tracked him down, and Atticus will
need all his power—plus the help of a seductive goddess of death, his vampire and
werewolf team of attorneys, a bartender possessed by a Hindu witch, and some
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good old-fashioned luck of the Irish—to kick some Celtic arse and deliver himself
from evil. Praise for Kevin Hearne and The Iron Druid Chronicles “Neil Gaiman’s
American Gods meets Jim Butcher’s Harry Dresden.”—SFFWorld “[The Iron Druid
books] are clever, fast paced and a good escape.”—Jason Weisberger, Boing Boing
“Celtic mythology and an ancient Druid with modern attitude mix it up in the
Arizona desert in this witty new fantasy series.”—Kelly Meding, author of Tempest
“[Atticus is] a strong modern hero with a long history and the wit to survive in the
twenty-first century. . . . A snappy narrative voice.”—Library Journal, on Hounded
“Outrageously fun.”—The Plain Dealer, on Hounded “Superb . . . plenty of quips
and zap-pow-bang fighting.”—Publishers Weekly (starred review), on Hounded “An
exciting mix of comedy, action, and mythology . . . [Atticus] is one of the best main
characters currently present in the urban fantasy genre.”—Fantasy Book Critic, on
Tricked

Besieged
Before he can bind his apprentice, Granuaile, to the earth and double the number
of Druids in the world, Atticus O'Sullivan, along with his trusted Irish wolfhound and
Granuaile, must travel to the base of Mount Olympus where the Roman god
Bacchus is waiting to take his sworn revenge. Original.

Carniepunk
THE START OF A BRAND NEW URBAN FANTASY SET IN SMALL TOWN MAINE WHERE
EVERYTHING IS NOT AS IT SHOULD BE Living in small town Rockabill, Maine, Jane
True always knew she didn't quite fit in with so-called normal society. During her
nightly, clandestine swim in the freezing winter ocean, a grisly find leads Jane to
startling revelations about her heritage: she is only half-human. Now, Jane must
enter a world filled with supernatural creatures alternatively terrifying, beautiful,
and deadly- all of which perfectly describe her new "friend," Ryu, a gorgeous and
powerful vampire. It is a world where nothing can be taken for granted: a dog can
heal with a lick; spirits bag your groceries; and whatever you do, never-ever-rub
the genie's lamp. If you love Sookie Stackhouse, then you'll want to dive into Nicole
Peeler's enchanting debut novel.

Hexed
***OVER A MILLION COPIES OF THE IRON DRUID BOOKS SOLD*** 'American Gods
meets Jim Butcher's Harry Dresden' SFF World After twelve years of secret training,
Atticus O'Sullivan is finally ready to bind his apprentice, Granuaile, to the earth and
double the number of Druids in the world. But on the eve of the ritual, the world
that thought he was dead abruptly discovers that he's still alive, and they would
much rather he return to the grave. Having no other choice, Atticus, his trusted
Irish wolfhound, Oberon, and Granuaile travel to the base of Mount Olympus,
where the Roman god Bacchus is anxious to take his sworn revenge - but he'll
have to get in line behind an ancient vampire, a band of dark elves, and an old god
of mischief, who all seem to have KILL THE DRUID at the top of their to-do lists.
Praise for the Iron Druid Chronicles: 'Atticus and his crew are a breath of fresh air! .
. . I love, love, love this series' My Bookish Ways 'Entertaining, steeped in a ton of
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mythology, populated by awesome characters' Civilian Reader 'This is one series
no fantasy fan should miss. Mystery, suspense, magic and mayhem' SciFiChick The
Iron Druid Chronicles Hounded Hexed Hammered Tricked Trapped Hunted
Shattered Staked Scourged Besieged (short stories) HAVE YOU TRIED . . . Kevin
Hearne's epic fantasy novel A PLAGUE OF GIANTS - described by Delilah S. Dawson
as 'a rare masterpiece that's both current and timeless . . . merging the fantasy
bones of Tolkien and Rothfuss with a wide cast of characters who'll break your
heart'. Out now!

A Fantasy Medley 3
This ebook edition includes a special preview of Kevin Hearne’s upcoming novel A
Plague of Giants. Thor, the Norse god of thunder, is worse than a blowhard and a
bully—he’s ruined countless lives and killed scores of innocents. After centuries,
Viking vampire Leif Helgarson is ready to get his vengeance, and he’s asked his
friend Atticus O’Sullivan, the last of the Druids, to help take down this Norse
nightmare. One survival strategy has worked for Atticus for more than two
thousand years: stay away from the guy with the lightning bolts. But things are
heating up in Atticus’s home base of Tempe, Arizona. There’s a vampire turf war
brewing, and Russian demon hunters who call themselves the Hammers of God are
running rampant. Despite multiple warnings and portents of dire consequences,
Atticus and Leif journey to the Norse plain of Asgard, where they team up with a
werewolf, a sorcerer, and an army of frost giants for an epic showdown against
vicious Valkyries, angry gods, and the hammer-wielding Thunder Thug himself.
Don’t miss any of Kevin Hearne’s phenomenal Iron Druid Chronicles novels:
HOUNDED | HEXED | HAMMERED | TRICKED | TRAPPED | HUNTED | SHATTERED |
STAKED

A Plague of Giants
Supernatural bounty hunter Evangeline Stone has three days to figure out who
killed her, why the city's other hunters think she is a traitor, and why she was
reincarnated in someone else's body, before she dies again.

Hunted
***OVER A MILLION COPIES OF THE IRON DRUID BOOKS SOLD*** 'American Gods
meets Jim Butcher's Harry Dresden' SFF World Discover this action-packed
collection of short stories featuring Atticus O'Sullivan - the two-thousand-year-old
tattooed Irishman with extraordinary powers from Kevin Hearne's New York Times
bestselling Iron Druid Chronicles. - In ancient Egypt, Atticus raids a secret chamber
underneath the library of Alexandria, dodging deadly traps, only to learn that onsite security includes two members of the Egyptian pantheon . . . - During the Gold
Rush, the avatar of greed himself turns the streets of San Francisco red with blood
and upsets the elemental Sequoia. Atticus may have to fight fire with fire if he's
going to restore balance . . . - In olde England, striking up a friendship with William
Shakespeare lands both Atticus and the Bard in boiling hot water with a trio of
infamous witches . . . Prepare to be besieged by these and other tantalizing tales
of magic and adventure featuring bogeymen, vampire hordes, wrathful wraiths,
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and even a journey to the realm of the dead. Praise for the Iron Druid Chronicles:
'Atticus and his crew are a breath of fresh air! . . . I love, love, love this series' My
Bookish Ways 'Entertaining, steeped in a ton of mythology, populated by awesome
characters' Civilian Reader 'This is one series no fantasy fan should miss. Mystery,
suspense, magic and mayhem' SciFiChick The Iron Druid Chronicles Hounded
Hexed Hammered Tricked Trapped Hunted Shattered Staked Scourged Besieged
(short stories) HAVE YOU TRIED Kevin Hearne's epic fantasy novel A PLAGUE OF
GIANTS - described by Delilah S. Dawson as 'a rare masterpiece that's both current
and timeless . . . merging the fantasy bones of Tolkien and Rothfuss with a wide
cast of characters who'll break your heart'. Out now!

The Iron Druid Chronicles 6-Book Bundle
From the New York Times bestselling creator of the Iron Druid Chronicles comes
the highly anticipated sequel to A Plague of Giants: A world-breaking war—an
invasion of giant warriors—inspires a movement to fight back. SOLDIER AND
AVENGER Daryck is from a city that was devastated by the war with the Bone
Giants, and now he and a band of warriors seek revenge against the giants for the
loved ones they’ve lost. But will vengeance be enough to salve their grief?
DREAMER AND LEADER Hanima is part of a new generation with extraordinary
magical talents: She can speak to fantastical animals. But when this gift becomes a
threat to the powers-that-be, Hanima becomes the leader of a movement to use
this magic to bring power to the people. SISTER AND SEEKER Koesha is the captain
of an all-female crew on a perilous voyage to explore unknown waters. Though her
crew is seeking a path around the globe, Koesha is also looking for her sister, lost
at sea two years ago. But what lies beyond the edges of the map is far more
dangerous than storms and sea monsters. . . . In this sequel to A Plague of Giants,
these characters and more will become the voices of a new generation bringing
hope and revolution to a war-torn world. Don’t miss any of Kevin Hearne’s actionpacked Seven Kennings series A PLAGUE OF GIANTS • A BLIGHT OF BLACKWINGS •
A CURSE OF KRAKENS (Coming Later!)

The Warlord's Legacy
Six hundred years old, the Imperial Merchant Ship Chathrand is a massive floating
outpost of the Empire of Arqual. And it is on its most vital mission yet: to deliver a
young woman whose marriage will seal the peace between Arqual and its mortal
enemy, the Mzithrin Empire. But Thasha, the young noblewoman in question, may
be bringing her swords to the altar. For the ship’s true mission is not peace but
war—a war that threatens to rekindle an ancient power long thought lost. As the
Chathrand navigates treacherous waters, Thasha must seek unlikely
allies—including a magic-cursed deckhand, a stowaway tribe of foot-high warriors,
and a singularly heroic rat—and enter a treacherous web of intrigue to uncover the
secret of the legendary Red Wolf.

The Red Wolf Conspiracy
"Original stories by Jacqueline Carey, Kevin Hearne, Laura Bickle, Aliette de
Bodard"--Jacket.
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Trapped
***OVER A MILLION COPIES OF THE IRON DRUID BOOKS SOLD*** 'American Gods
meets Jim Butcher's Harry Dresden' SFF World Kevin Hearne creates the ultimate
Atticus O'Sullivan adventure in the grand finale of the New York Times bestselling
Iron Druid Chronicles. Unchained from fate, the Norse gods Loki and Hel are ready
to unleash Ragnarok, a.k.a. the Apocalypse, upon the earth. With a whole host of
dark allies on their side, there's a globe-spanning battle on the cards - one which
Druid Atticus O'Sullivan will be hard-pressed to survive, much less win. Atticus
must recruit the aid of an Indian witch and a trickster god in hopes that they'll give
him just enough leverage to both save Gaia and see another sunrise. After all - if
the world ends, who's going to make sure the hound Oberon gets his well-deserved
snack? Praise for the Iron Druid Chronicles: 'Atticus and his crew are a breath of
fresh air! . . . I love, love, love this series' My Bookish Ways 'Entertaining, steeped
in a ton of mythology, populated by awesome characters' Civilian Reader 'This is
one series no fantasy fan should miss. Mystery, suspense, magic and mayhem'
SciFiChick The Iron Druid Chronicles Hounded Hexed Hammered Tricked Trapped
Hunted Shattered Staked Scourged Besieged (short stories) HAVE YOU TRIED Kevin
Hearne's epic fantasy novel A PLAGUE OF GIANTS - described by Delilah S. Dawson
as 'a rare masterpiece that's both current and timeless . . . merging the fantasy
bones of Tolkien and Rothfuss with a wide cast of characters who'll break your
heart'. Out now!

Hammered (with bonus short story)
While taking down a group of terrorists determined to destroy the paranormal
world, Celia Weird must deal with Aric, the pureblood werewolf to which her heart
is bound who must deny their love or risk condemning his species to extinction.
Original.

Scourged
This ebook edition includes a special preview of Kevin Hearne’s upcoming novel A
Plague of Giants. Druid Atticus O’Sullivan hasn’t stayed alive for more than two
millennia without a fair bit of Celtic cunning. So when vengeful thunder gods come
Norse by Southwest looking for payback, Atticus, with a little help from the Navajo
trickster god Coyote, lets them think that they’ve chopped up his body in the
Arizona desert. But the mischievous Coyote is not above a little sleight of paw, and
Atticus soon finds that he’s been duped into battling bloodthirsty desert
shapeshifters called skinwalkers. Just when the Druid thinks he’s got a handle on
all the duplicity, betrayal comes from an unlikely source. If Atticus survives this
time, he vows he won’t be fooled again. Famous last words. Don’t miss any of
Kevin Hearne’s phenomenal Iron Druid Chronicles novels: HOUNDED | HEXED |
HAMMERED | TRICKED | TRAPPED | HUNTED | SHATTERED | STAKED

Trapped
Retired villain Corvis Rebaine must become the Terror once again to stop an evil
impostor in this “thoroughly entertaining” sequel to The Conqueror’s Shadow
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(Graeme’s Fantasy Book Review). In the land of Imphallion, one legend is
remembered with horror—the Terror of the East. Once he came to conquer it. Then
to save it. And both times, he vanished without a trace. Removing his dark armor
to return to his humble life, Corvis Rebaine has nothing but memories left. Like the
memory of his beloved wife and children fleeing from him in horror when they
learned of his terrible legacy. Rebaine wants no more of war. But what Rebaine
wants no longer matters. Because the Terror has returned . . . without him. A
merciless killer seemingly clad in the Terror’s armor is sweeping across the land,
slaughtering all in his path. And worse, an old enemy has returned to claim
revenge, aided by a woman whose soul is consumed with hatred towards
Rebaine—his own daughter. Now Rebaine must again wear the dreaded dark armor
if he is going to save Imphallion, as well as all he holds dear, from a terrifying
impostor. But after so much war, and so much pain, can he summon the strength
to truly become the Terror once more? “The sequel to The Conqueror’s Shadow fills
a vital niche in the fantasy adventurer genre, one occupied by the heroes of
Michael Moorcock’s Elric Melniboné novels and C.S. Friedman’s Coldfire Trilogy.”
—Library Journal

Tricked
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • For nearly two thousand years, only one Druid has
walked the Earth—Atticus O’Sullivan, the Iron Druid, whose sharp wit and sharp
sword have kept him alive as he’s been pursued by a pantheon of hostile deities.
Now he’s got company. This ebook edition includes a special preview of Kevin
Hearne’s upcoming novel A Plague of Giants. Atticus’s apprentice Granuaile is at
last a full Druid herself. What’s more, Atticus has defrosted an archdruid long ago
frozen in time, a father figure (of sorts) who now goes by the modern equivalent of
his old Irish name: Owen Kennedy. And Owen has some catching up to do. Atticus
takes pleasure in the role reversal, as the student is now the teacher. Between
busting Atticus’s chops and trying to fathom a cell phone, Owen must also learn
English. For Atticus, the jury’s still out on whether the wily old coot will be an asset
in the epic battle with Norse god Loki—or merely a pain in the arse. But Atticus
isn’t the only one with daddy issues. Granuaile faces a great challenge: to exorcise
a sorcerer’s spirit that is possessing her father in India. Even with the help of the
witch Laksha, Granuaile may be facing a crushing defeat. As the trio of Druids
deals with pestilence-spreading demons, bacon-loving yeti, fierce flying foxes, and
frenzied Fae, they’re hoping that this time, three’s a charm. Don’t miss any of
Kevin Hearne’s phenomenal Iron Druid Chronicles novels: HOUNDED | HEXED |
HAMMERED | TRICKED | TRAPPED | HUNTED | SHATTERED | STAKED Praise for
Shattered “Funny, razor-sharp . . . Plenty of action, humor, and mythology keep
this book fun and interesting.”—Booklist (starred review) “Uproariously
entertaining in a way that Hearne is uniquely able to achieve . . . [Shattered] has
the feeling of a new beginning for its hero and for the series.”—RT Book Reviews
“This series just gets bigger and better, and Shattered shows no signs of it slowing
down.”—Vampire Book Club “Well and truly awesome.”—Fangs for the Fantasy “So
much fun to read!”—Hidden in Pages “[With] clever writing and engrossing storytelling, it’s impossible not to get completely absorbed into the world Kevin
[Hearne] has created.”—Yummy Men and Kick Ass Chicks Praise for Kevin Hearne
and The Iron Druid Chronicles “Clever, fast paced and a good escape.”—Jason
Weisberger, Boing Boing “[Kevin] Hearne is a terrific storyteller with a great snarky
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wit. . . . Neil Gaiman’s American Gods meets Jim Butcher’s Harry
Dresden.”—SFFWorld “Celtic mythology and an ancient Druid with modern attitude
mix it up in the Arizona desert in this witty new fantasy series.”—Kelly Meding,
author of Tempest “[Atticus is] a strong modern hero with a long history and the
wit to survive in the twenty-first century. . . . A snappy narrative voice.”—Library
Journal, on Hounded “Outrageously fun.”—The Plain Dealer, on Hounded “Superb .
. . plenty of quips and zap-pow-bang fighting.”—Publishers Weekly (starred
review), on Hounded

Unhinged (Splintered Series #2)
Go big or go gnome. The New York Times bestselling authors of Kill the Farm Boy
welcome you to the world of Pell, the irreverent fantasy universe that recalls Monty
Python and Terry Pratchett. “A complete delight, as fluffy and fun as The Lego
Movie and as heartfelt as Harry Potter and the Sorcerer’s Stone.”—Locus War is
coming, and it’s gonna be Pell. On one side stand the gnomes: smol, cheerful,
possessing tidy cardigans and no taste for cruelty. On the other side sit the
halflings, proudly astride their war alpacas, carrying bags of grenades and hungry
for a fight. And pretty much anything else. It takes only one halfling bomb and Offi
Numminen’s world is turned upside down—or downside up, really, since he lives in
a hole in the ground. His goth cardigans and aggressive melancholy set him apart
from the other gnomes, as does his decision to fight back against their halfling
oppressors. Suddenly Offi is the leader of a band of lovable misfits and
outcasts—from a gryphon who would literally kill for omelets to a young dwarf
herbalist who is better with bees than with his cudgel to an assertive and cheerful
teen witch with a beard as long as her book of curses—all on a journey to the Toot
Towers to confront the dastardly villain intent on tearing Pell asunder. These
adventurers never fit in anywhere else, but as they become friends, fight
mermaids, and get really angry at this one raccoon, they learn that there’s nothing
more heroic than being yourself. In No Country for Old Gnomes, Delilah S. Dawson
and Kevin Hearne lovingly tweak the tropes of fantasy and fairy tales. Here you’ll
find goofy jokes and whimsical puns, but you’ll also find a diverse, feminist, and
lighthearted approach to fantasy that will bring a smile to your face and many fine
cheeses to your plate.

The Princess Beard
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • This ebook edition includes a special preview of
Kevin Hearne’s upcoming novel A Plague of Giants. For a two-thousand-year-old
Druid, Atticus O’Sullivan is a pretty fast runner. Good thing, because he’s being
chased by not one but two goddesses of the hunt—Artemis and Diana—for messing
with one of their own. Dodging their slings and arrows, Atticus, Granuaile, and his
wolfhound Oberon are making a mad dash across modern-day Europe to seek help
from a friend of the Tuatha Dé Danann. His usual magical option of shifting planes
is blocked, so instead of playing hide-and-seek, the game plan is . . . run like hell.
Crashing the pantheon marathon is the Norse god Loki. Killing Atticus is the only
loose end he needs to tie up before unleashing Ragnarok—AKA the Apocalypse.
Atticus and Granuaile have to outfox the Olympians and contain the god of
mischief if they want to go on living—and still have a world to live in. Includes
Kevin Hearne’s novella “Two Ravens and One Crow” in the back of the book Don’t
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miss any of Kevin Hearne’s phenomenal Iron Druid Chronicles novels: HOUNDED |
HEXED | HAMMERED | TRICKED | TRAPPED | HUNTED | SHATTERED | STAKED Praise
for Kevin Hearne “It may be possible that Hearne and Atticus are the logical heir to
Butcher and Dresden.”―SFFWorld “An exciting mix of comedy, action, and
mythology . . . [Atticus] is one of the best main characters currently present in the
urban fantasy genre.”—Fantasy Book Critic, on Tricked “Superb . . . eminently
readable . . . plenty of quips and zap-pow-bang fighting.”—Publishers Weekly
(starred review), on Hounded Praise for Hunted “Hunted is the best by far! . . .
Storytelling doesn’t get much better than this, folks. The author has caught
lightning (pun intended) in a bottle and he keeps doing it again, and again. If you
haven’t caught on to the joy that is the Iron Druid Chronicles, you should remedy
that, post-haste.”—My Bookish Ways “Hunted is everything you’ve come to expect
from an Iron Druid book, and then some. I give Hunted [a] five out of five.”—Roqoo
Depot “A fun, action packed book that delivers some great sequences, and some
superb narrative with some great humour.”—The Founding Fields “Hunted is filled
with everything I love about the series. Snark runs rampant, action is non-stop, the
world building is phenomenal, and the characters are ones that you would love to
sit down and have a drink with.”—Mad Hatter Reads “Hunted is an adrenaline-filled
read with tons of action, fantastic mythology and some real twists. The epilogue
has me itching to get my hands on the next in the series.”—Vampire Book Club

Hexed
“The Devil Wears Prada meets Wall Street” (TheSkimm) in this sizzling debut about
a banking analyst who plans to finally pursue her yoga career full-time after her
bonus hits, but until then she’ll have to keep her sanity intact (and her chakras
aligned). Allegra Cobb’s resume: straight-A Princeton grad, second-year analyst at
a top-tier bank, one-time American Yoga National Competition Champion. Allegra
Cobb’s reality: Spending twenty-four hours a day changing the colors on bar
charts, overusing the word “team,” and daydreaming about quitting the minute her
year-end bonus hits her account. She no longer has no interest in the cutthroat
banking world—she’s determined to launch her very own yoga practice. But her
plan isn’t quite as perfect as the beachfront yoga pictures she double-taps on
Instagram. On top of the 100 emails an hour and coworkers already suspicious of
her escape plan, Allegra’s hard-driving single father has always fiercely valued
high achievement above all else. That his daughter works on Wall Street means
everything to him. But after a) unknowingly sleeping with the man now leading her
banking cohort on one of their biggest deals to date and b) meeting the #blessed
yoga guru who might just be her ticket to the life she’s always wanted, she realizes
her happy-ever-after might be harder to manifest than she thought. Fast-paced,
laugh-out-loud funny, and totally irresistible, Breathe In, Cash Out “is a modern
fairytale, a romance that’s not about finding the right guy, but finding yourself”
(Eliza Kennedy, author of I Take You).

Promises to Keep
***OVER A MILLION COPIES OF THE IRON DRUID BOOKS SOLD*** 'American Gods
meets Jim Butcher's Harry Dresden' SFF World Thor, the Norse god of thunder, is
worse than a blowhard and a bully - he's ruined countless lives and killed scores of
innocents. After centuries, Viking vampire Leif Helgarson is ready to get his
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vengeance, and he's asked his friend Atticus O'Sullivan, the last of the Druids, to
help take down this Norse nightmare. One survival strategy has worked for Atticus
for more than two thousand years: stay away from the guy with the lightning bolts.
But things are heating up in Atticus's home base of Tempe, Arizona. There's a
vampire turf war brewing, and Russian demon hunters who call themselves the
Hammers of God are running rampant. Despite multiple warnings and portents of
dire consequences, Atticus and Leif journey to the Norse plain of Asgard, where
they team up with a werewolf, a sorcerer, and an army of frost giants for an epic
showdown against vicious Valkyries, angry gods, and the hammer-wielding
Thunder Thug himself. Praise for the Iron Druid Chronicles: 'Atticus and his crew
are a breath of fresh air! . . . I love, love, love this series' My Bookish Ways
'Entertaining, steeped in a ton of mythology, populated by awesome characters'
Civilian Reader 'This is one series no fantasy fan should miss. Mystery, suspense,
magic and mayhem' SciFiChick The Iron Druid Chronicles Hounded Hexed
Hammered Tricked Trapped Hunted Shattered Staked Scourged Besieged (short
stories) HAVE YOU TRIED . . . Kevin Hearne's epic fantasy novel A PLAGUE OF
GIANTS - described by Delilah S. Dawson as 'a rare masterpiece that's both current
and timeless . . . merging the fantasy bones of Tolkien and Rothfuss with a wide
cast of characters who'll break your heart'. Out now!

Kill the Farm Boy
Three Days to Dead
BOOK 2 IN THE IRON DRUID CHRONICLES Atticus O’Sullivan, last of the Druids,
doesn’t care much for witches. Still, he’s about to make nice with the local coven
by signing a mutually beneficial nonaggression treaty—when suddenly the witch
population in modern-day Tempe, Arizona, quadruples overnight. And the new girls
are not just bad, they’re badasses with a dark history on the German side of World
War II. With a fallen angel feasting on local high school students, a horde of
Bacchants blowing in from Vegas with their special brand of deadly decadence,
and a dangerously sexy Celtic goddess of fire vying for his attention, Atticus is
having trouble scheduling the witch hunt. But aided by his magical sword, his
neighbor’s rocket-propelled grenade launcher, and his vampire attorney, Atticus is
ready to sweep the town and show the witchy women they picked the wrong Druid
to hex. Don’t miss any of Kevin Hearne’s phenomenal Iron Druid Chronicles novels:
HOUNDED | HEXED | HAMMERED | TRICKED | TRAPPED | HUNTED | SHATTERED |
STAKED

Hounded
From the New York Times bestselling author of Hounded—“a superb urban fantasy
debut” (Publishers Weekly, starred review)—comes an Iron Druid Chronicles short
story in the captivating Carniepunk anthology. The ancient Druid Atticus O’Sullivan
gets more than greasy corn dogs and flat soda when he visits a carnival in Kansas
to which his apprentice, Granuaile, drags him. He runs across a barker with a
strange power over the crowd: attractive women leave their men and disappear
into an unmarked tent, never to be seen again, and the men wander away,
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forgetting that they ever had girlfriends or wives. When Granuaile falls under the
barker’s influence and enters the tent, Atticus isn’t about to forget it and move on.
He and his Irish wolfhound, Oberon, pursue her and discover the horrifying secret
to the carnival’s success.

Hounded (with two bonus short stories)
With the help of a mentor and an anonymous benefactor, Jilly Coppercorn has
overcome abuse, addiction, and a stint in juvie. Though she still struggles to stay
clean, she has found safety and love in a newly formed family that includes her
loyal best friend, a lovely artist, and her caseworker. Temptation comes knocking,
however, when her best friend from the bad old days rides in on a motorcycle and
takes Jilly to a beautiful, mysterious city full of wonderful opportunities. It seems
perfect at first, until Jilly discovers that it was a one-way trip?and she still has
unfinished business in Newford. At turns playful and serious, this urban fantasy
introduces de Lint's most enduring character and grapples with the realities of lifechanging choices.

Staked
Atticus O’Sullivan is back in an action-packed, laugh-out-loud novella from the
author of The Iron Druid Chronicles. Two-thousand-year-old Atticus may have
outwitted and outfought everyone from Odin to Bacchus, but he’s about to
discover that what comes around when you go around messing with gods. Six
years into the training of his beautiful apprentice, Granuaile, a large crow swoops
down and transforms into none other than the Morrigan, a goddess who insists that
Atticus come with her at once. He must leave his apprentice behind, along with his
Irish wolfhound, Oberon—and he must also leave his sword. The Morrigan has
always taken extreme pleasure in pronouncing the Druid’s mortal danger and
imminent doom, so the fact that she won’t reveal the purpose of their journey
makes him very nervous. Of course, any time the Celtic Chooser of the Slain drops
in unannounced, it’s never good. When she does let slip that she’ll be saving his
life in the near future, Atticus is left to wonder . . . will he soon be giving his legions
of enemies something to crow about? Includes an excerpt from Kevin Hearne’s Iron
Druid Chronicles novel Trapped! Praise for Kevin Hearne and The Iron Druid
Chronicles “Celtic mythology and an ancient Druid with modern attitude mix it up
in the Arizona desert in this witty new fantasy series.”—Kelly Meding, author of
Three Days to Dead “[Atticus is] a strong modern hero with a long history and the
wit to survive in the twenty-first century. . . . A snappy narrative voice . . . a savvy
urban fantasy adventure.”—Library Journal, on Hounded

Ink & Sigil
From the author of The Iron Druid Chronicles comes a rollicking urban-fantasy
adventure featuring Atticus O’Sullivan. Atticus has a history of messing with the
gods, and now he’ll have to outfox a deity at her own deadly cat-and-mouse game.
When he’s not vanquishing villainous gods or dodging demons, two-thousand-yearold Druid Atticus O’Sullivan can be found behind the counter of Third Eye Books
and Herbs in modern-day Tempe, Arizona, literally minding his own business. But
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when an evil sorcerer—and amateur shoplifter—snatches an ancient Egyptian tome
of black magic, The Grimoire of the Lamb, Atticus is not sheepish about pursuing
him to the ends of the earth . . . or at least to the Land of the Pharaohs.
Unfortunately, Atticus already has enemies in Egypt—including cat goddess Bast,
who wants her own book of mischief back from the Druid. In the streets of Cairo,
she sends a feline phalanx after Atticus and his Irish wolfhound, Oberon. With fur
still flying, Atticus must locate the sorcerer’s secret lair—where he will face killer
crocodiles, spooky sarcophagi, and an ancient evil Egyptian who’s determined to
order the sacrificial lamb special tonight. Includes an excerpt from Kevin Hearne’s
Iron Druid Chronicles novel Hunted! Praise for Kevin Hearne and The Iron Druid
Chronicles “Celtic mythology and an ancient Druid with modern attitude mix it up
in the Arizona desert in this witty new fantasy series.”—Kelly Meding, author of
Three Days to Dead “[Atticus is] a strong modern hero with a long history and the
wit to survive in the twenty-first century. . . . A snappy narrative voice . . . a savvy
urban fantasy adventure.”—Library Journal, on Hounded

No Country for Old Gnomes
Four of the bestselling names in romance and fantasy come together in this
collection of thrilling novellas featuring powerful women who know how to handle a
hex or two.

Cursed by Destiny
From the author of The Iron Druid Chronicles, a thrilling novel that kicks off a
fantasy series with an entirely new mythology—complete with shape-shifting
bards, fire-wielding giants, and children who can speak to astonishing beasts
MOTHER AND WARRIOR Tallynd is a soldier who has already survived her toughest
battle: losing her husband. But now she finds herself on the front lines of an
invasion of giants, intent on wiping out the entire kingdom, including Tallynd’s two
sons—all that she has left. The stakes have never been higher. If Tallynd fails, her
boys may never become men. SCHOLAR AND SPY Dervan is an historian who longs
for a simple, quiet life. But he’s drawn into intrigue when he’s hired to record the
tales of a mysterious bard who may be a spy or even an assassin for a rival
kingdom. As the bard shares his fantastical stories, Dervan makes a shocking
discovery: He may have a connection to the tales, one that will bring his own
secrets to light. REBEL AND HERO Abhi’s family have always been hunters, but
Abhi wants to choose a different life for himself. Embarking on a journey of selfdiscovery, Abhi soon learns that his destiny is far greater than he imagined: a
powerful new magic thrust upon him may hold the key to defeating the giants once
and for all—if it doesn’t destroy him first. Set in a magical world of terror and
wonder, this novel is a deeply felt epic of courage and war, in which the fates of
these characters intertwine—and where ordinary people become heroes, and their
lives become legend. Praise for A Plague of Giants “You’ll laugh and cry and crave
mustard as you’re immersed in the literal magic of storytelling in Kevin Hearne’s
vivid new epic fantasy. I have experienced acute withdrawal symptoms since the
book ended. I don’t want to leave this world.”—Beth Cato, author of Breath of Earth
and The Clockwork Dagger “A Plague of Giants is an absorbing epic fantasy, with
clever storytelling that allows its many threads to each feel important, personal,
and memorable. I’m very much looking forward to the sequel!”—James Islington,
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author of The Shadow of What Was Lost “A Plague of Giants is a rare masterpiece
that’s both current and timeless, groundbreaking yet traditional, merging the
fantasy bones of Tolkien and Rothfuss with a wide cast of characters who’ll break
your heart while reminding you of your humanity.”—Delilah S. Dawson, author of
Star Wars: Phasma

Two Ravens and One Crow: An Iron Druid Chronicles Novella
The first novel in the Iron Druid Chronicles—introducing a cool, new, funny urban
fantasy hero Atticus O’Sullivan, last of the Druids, lives peacefully in Arizona,
running an occult bookshop and shape-shifting in his spare time to hunt with his
Irish wolfhound. His neighbors and customers think that this handsome, tattooed
Irish dude is about twenty-one years old—when in actuality, he’s twenty-one
centuries old. Not to mention: He draws his power from the earth, possesses a
sharp wit, and wields an even sharper magical sword known as Fragarach, the
Answerer. Unfortunately, a very angry Celtic god wants that sword, and he’s
hounded Atticus for centuries. Now the determined deity has tracked him down,
and Atticus will need all his power—plus the help of a seductive goddess of death,
his vampire and werewolf team of attorneys, a bartender possessed by a Hindu
witch, and some good old-fashioned luck of the Irish—to kick some Celtic arse and
deliver himself from evil. Don’t miss any of Kevin Hearne’s phenomenal Iron Druid
Chronicles novels: HOUNDED | HEXED | HAMMERED | TRICKED | TRAPPED |
HUNTED | SHATTERED | STAKED This ebook edition includes a special preview of
Kevin Hearne’s novel A Plague of Giants.

Embrace the Night
Grimoire of the Lamb: An Iron Druid Chronicles Novella
View our feature on Karen Chance's Embrace the Night. Cassandra Palmer may be
the world's chief clairvoyant, but she's still magically bound to a master vampire.
Only an ancient book called the Codex Merlini possesses the incantation to free
Cassie-but harnessing its limitless power could endanger the world Read Karen
Chance's posts on the Penguin Blog.

Death & Honey
In an irreverent new series in the tradition of Monty Python, the bestselling authors
of the Iron Druid Chronicles and Star Wars: Phasma reinvent fantasy, fairy tales,
and floridly written feast scenes. “Ranks among the best of Christopher Moore and
Terry Pratchett.”—Chuck Wendig “When you put two authors of this high caliber
together, expect fireworks. Or at least laughs. What a hoot!”—Terry Brooks Once
upon a time, in a faraway kingdom, a hero, the Chosen One, was born . . . and so
begins every fairy tale ever told. This is not that fairy tale. There is a Chosen One,
but he is unlike any One who has ever been Chosened. And there is a faraway
kingdom, but you have never been to a magical world quite like the land of Pell.
There, a plucky farm boy will find more than he’s bargained for on his quest to
awaken the sleeping princess in her cursed tower. First there’s the Dark Lord, who
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wishes for the boy’s untimely death . . . and also very fine cheese. Then there’s a
bard without a song in her heart but with a very adorable and fuzzy tail, an
assassin who fears not the night but is terrified of chickens, and a mighty fighter
more frightened of her sword than of her chain-mail bikini. This journey will lead to
sinister umlauts, a trash-talking goat, the Dread Necromancer Steve, and a strange
and wondrous journey to the most peculiar “happily ever after” that ever onceupon-a-timed. Praise for Kill the Farm Boy “A rollicking fantasy adventure that
upends numerous genre tropes in audacious style . . . a laugh-out-loud-funny
fusion of Monty Python–esque humor and whimsy à la Terry Pratchett’s
Discworld.”—Kirkus Reviews “Dawson and Hearne’s reimagining of a traditional
fairy tale is reminiscent of William Goldman’s The Princess Bride and William
Steig’s Shrek! Irreverent, funny, and full of entertaining wordplay, this will keep
readers guessing until the end.”—Library Journal “Will have you laughing out loud
until strangers begin to look at you oddly.”—SyFy “A smart comedy . . . nuanced,
complicated, and human.”—Tordotcom “[Delilah Dawson and Kevin Hearne] make
fun of the typical ‘white male power fantasies,’ and in that, they succeed, with
their heroes all characters of color and/or falling somewhere under the LGBTQ
umbrella.”—Publishers Weekly

The Squirrel on the Train
A collection of urban fantasy stories that take place at carnivals. From vampires
and creepy clowns to mermaids, Druids, and wisecracking Irish wolfhounds, you'll
find out that carnivals aren't the healthiest types of places to hang out at.

Shattered
This princess can shave herself! The hilarious bestselling authors of Kill the Farm
Boy and No Country for Old Gnomes are back with a new adventure in the
irreverent world of Pell. Once upon a time, a princess slept in a magical tower
cloaked in thorns and roses. When she woke, she found no Prince Charming, only a
surfeit of hair and grotesquely long fingernails—which was, honestly, better than
some creep who acted without consent. She cut off her long braids and used them
to escape. But she kept the beard because it made a great disguise. This is not a
story about finding true love’s kiss—it's a story about finding yourself. On a pirate
ship. Where you belong. But these are no ordinary pirates aboard The Puffy Peach,
serving under Filthy Lucre, the one-eyed parrot pirate captain. First there’s Vic, a
swole and misogynistic centaur on a mission to expunge himself of the magic that
causes him to conjure tea and dainty cupcakes in response to stress. Then there’s
Tempest, who’s determined to become the first dryad lawyer—preferably before
she takes her ultimate form as a man-eating tree. They’re joined by Alobartalus, an
awkward and unelfly elf who longs to meet his hero, the Sn’archivist who is said to
take dictation directly from the gods of Pell. Throw in some mystery meat and a
dastardly capitalist plot, and you’ve got one Pell of an adventure on the high seas!
In this new escapade set in the magical land of Pell, Delilah S. Dawson and Kevin
Hearne lovingly skewer the tropes of fairy tales and create a new kind of fantasy:
generous, gently humorous, and inclusive. There might also be otters.
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